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MARKET INDEX CLOSE 
8-13-21 

WEEK 
GAIN/LOSS 

Y-T-D 
GAIN/LOSS 

DJIA 35,515.38  +0.9% +16.0% 

S&P 500 4,468.00              +0.7% +19.0% 

NASDAQ 14,822.90  -0.1% +15.0% 

 
New weekly jobless claims dipped for the third straight period to 375,000 last week as the labor market's 
recovery continued.  Continuing claims for the week ended July 31 also declined to a new pandemic-era low 
of 2.866 million. Economists have been expecting to see an improvement in the number of individuals returning 
to the labor force as more states roll off federal enhanced unemployment benefits.  

Additional reports have underscored the extent of the demand for workers in the recovering economy. The Labor 
Department's Job Openings and Labor Turnover report showed a record of more than 10 million vacancies last 
month. And in a separate report, the National Federation of Independent Businesses said a record share of small 
businesses also reported difficulties filling open positions in July.  
 
Productivity was up a weaker than expected 2.3% in the second quarter and unit labor costs increased a lower 
than expected 1.0%. The tame unit labor cost data is a number that Fed Chair Powell watches closely to help 
determine if rising wages are feeding into broader price inflation. 
 
Total CPI, driven by increases in the indexes for shelter, food, energy, and new vehicles, increased 0.5% month-
over-month in July, as expected, while core CPI, which excludes food and energy, rose 0.3%. On a year-over-
year basis, total CPI was unchanged at 5.4% and core CPI moderated to 4.3% from 4.5%, which indicates that 
inflation pressures may be peaking. 
 
However, the Producer Price Index for final demand increased 1.0% month-over-month in July.  On a year-over-
year basis, the Producer Price Index for final demand was up 7.8%.  That is the largest advance since it was first 
calculated in November 2010. Producers are clearly paying higher prices, which could translate into profit margin 
pressure if they are not successful in passing through price increases to customers that offset their higher costs. 
 
The preliminary University of Michigan Consumer Sentiment Index for August had a shocking decline to 70.2 
from the final reading of 81.2 for July. That is below the April 2020 low of 71.8 and is one of the largest monthly 
declines over the past 50 years. The plunge in consumer sentiment was related to concerns about the Delta 
variant. It was also linked to all aspects of the economy, the report said, from personal finances to prospects for 
the economy, including inflation and unemployment. Moreover, the deteriorating sentiment was seen across 
income, age, and education subgroups and observed across all regions. 
 
Ignoring the sharp drop in consumer sentiment, the Dow and the S&P 500 continued advancing to record highs 
with the Dow rising 0.9% and the S&P 500 gaining 0.7% while the NASDAQ slipped 0.1% during the past week.     

 

 

 

 

 

 



HI-Quality Company News 

 

T. Rowe Price Group-TROW reported preliminary month-end assets under management of $1.64 trillion as of 
July 31, 2021, representing an 11.3% increase since year end. 

 
 
In response to Canadian Pacific recently making another offer for Kansas City Southern (KCS), Canadian 
National (CN)-CNI noted that they believe their proposal remains superior. On May 21, 2021, CN and KCS 
announced that they entered into a definitive merger agreement under which KCS shareholders will receive $325 
per common share based on CN’s May 13, 2021 offer, which implies a total enterprise value of $33.6 billion, 
including the assumption of approximately $3.8 billion of KCS debt. Under the terms of that transaction, which 
was unanimously approved by KCS’ board of directors, KCS shareholders will receive $200 in cash and 1.129 
shares of CN common stock for each KCS common share, with KCS shareholders expected to own 12.6% of the 
combined company. Kansas City Southern’ s board unanimously determined that the unsolicited proposal received 
from Canadian Pacific (CP) on August 10 does not constitute a "Company Superior Proposal." The board reaffirmed 
its recommendation to KSU shareholders to vote in favor of the merger with Canadian National. 

 

**** 

Second quarter earnings season is winding down. Retailers, such as The TJX Companies and Ross Stores, 
will be reporting results this week.  We expect both retailers will report strong financial results just as most of our 
other HI-quality companies did during this past quarter. With the stock market at record highs, investors question 
if a correction may be due, especially as we enter the treacherous September and October timeframe, which 
often leads to stock market hurricanes. While a 5%-10% stock market correction would not be unusual, such a 
pullback would still result in a good performance year for 2021 and bring most of our companies back into buying 
territory from current elevated valuations. Without a correction, our companies still could grow into their 
valuations if they continue delivering strong financial results for the balance of the year as the global economy 
continues to recover from the pandemic.   
 

**** 
This snippet is from WealthManagement.com and provides a link to a useful roadmap for everyone to consider 
as they plan for their parents or themselves as they age. 
 
Facing the Reality of Cognitive Decline 
A growing body of evidence points to the unpleasant fact that our ability to manage our finances declines with 
age. That’s not to say we’ll all suffer from dementia. But even normal aging reduces the ability to make optimal 
financial choices—even though our confidence in our own financial decision-making remains high well into old 
age. The Stanford Center teamed up recently with researchers at the University of Minnesota to create an online 
tool that aims to help answer that question. Called the Thinking Ahead Roadmap: A Guide for Keeping Your 
Money Safe as You Age, it is an educational and decision-making resource aimed at helping people get a plan in 
place. https://thinkingaheadroadmap.org/money-path/intro 
 
If you have any questions, please let us know.                             
 
Sincerely, 

Ingrid R. Hendershot 

https://thinkingaheadroadmap.org/money-path/intro

